Investigating the structure and properties of hydrated hydroxypropyl methylcellulose and egg albumin matrices containing carbamazepine: EPR and NMR study.
The present study was conducted in order to investigate the correlation between the hydration properties of HPMC and EA matrices, gel microstructure and mobility, crystalline changes occurring in the gel and CBZ release kinetics. The influence of HPMC and EA erosion modes on CBZ release kinetics was interpreted in terms of gel microstructures. NMR technique was used to determine the T1 and T2 relaxation rates of water in hydrated matrices. PFGSE NMR technique was employed to determine the SDC of water in the gels. EPR technique was used to determine the rotational correlation time of PCA in the hydrated matrices, gel microviscosity, mobile compartment, alpha, beta, gamma parameters and lorentzian/ gaussian ratio. These parameters are indicative of matrix microstructure. CBZ release mechanism from HPMC and EA matrices was markedly different. This behavior was related to the different structures of the polymer and protein. T2 relaxation studies and SDC measurements by NMR revealed higher chain hydration for HPMC compared to EA. Using the EPR technique it has been shown that the microviscosity and mobile compartment of matrices containing HPMC are lower than matrices containing EA. The microviscosity, mobile compartment and S-parameter values of hydrated matrices containing different EA/CBZ ratios were in correlation with the crystallization properties of CBZ in the gels, matrix erosion properties and CBZ release kinetics from the matrices. Characterization of matrix structures using EPR and NMR techniques supported our hypothesis concerning the mechanism involved in HPMC-CBZ interaction. EA/CBZ matrix microstructure features, analyzed by NMR and EPR techniques, were in correlation with the crystalline changes occurring in the gel and drug release kinetics.